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the importance of feedback is a really useful general principle. if someone gives me feedback that makes me think of them more positive, that can also be very motivating. sometimes, my gut instinct is correct: i can trust it to identify people who want to help me. as a consequence of that, a particular rough-seeming attitude, or an unusual hairstyle, or even an unusually confident walk might be a sign of strength, and people might believe themselves to be friendly if they observe that and, say, smile or smile at them back. thats why people might wear a hat when theyre in a job interview, or carry a suit jacket on a cold day even if they dont intend to be dressing up. subtle, non-verbal behaviour is an easily learned and easily applied marker, and its hard to come up with an alternative that works equally well, and is sufficiently distinct
to other people, without undermining the former. there are also a couple of things that we know cant work. sitting in silence isnt helpful for expressing intent, and neither is leaving immediately (even if no one is forcing you to leave or say anything), although its not an absolute. pouring yourself a drink is fine, as long as its an alcoholic beverage thats compatible with the mood of the bar, and if it makes you feel better, it can also be helpful, although its pretty clear that drinking to excess can be harmful, too. but try to avoid this happening, if youre there a lot, or even if youre not, if you know it can be harmful. this doesnt mean that you shouldnt be well-suited-up before a job interview, although it is common. what it means is that you ought to be worried about the job interview, not about how you look. its like wearing a suit and tie

to sit at home watching tv.
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harmful, too. but try to avoid this happening, if youre there a lot, or even if youre not, if you know it can be harmful. this doesnt mean that you shouldnt be well-suited-up before a job interview, although it is common. what it means is that you ought to be worried about the job interview, not about how you look. its like wearing a suit
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